
Positive points
ENTERED GYM PROPERLY – Awarded for entering the gym properly.  Examples 
include:  following the directions on the entry easel, no screaming, running 
around the gym or getting equipment early.

ON TASK – Given for demonstrating respect for the teacher or general 
following of directions or procedures.  Examples:  good listening during 
instructional time, following procedures and starting/stopping on the signal.  
When I look at a student, he or she is on task.

RESPONSIBLE LEADER – Given to an individual who demonstrates “the right 
thing to do” through their actions.  Example:  displays leadership by being an 
example of doing what is right even when others around them may not.

PROBLEM SOLVER – Given to students who utilize the problem solving corner 
to resolve conflicts with others, use rock-paper-scissors to settle a matter, 
volunteer to leave a group and join another one in order to make fair/even 
teams, or comes up with a solution to an issue that arises during class.

DISCUSSION CONTRIBUTOR – Given to a student who volunteers to help 
demonstrate a skill in front of the class.  This can also be earned by a student 
who brings up a good point or great question during a discussion or reflection 
time.

KIND – Given when students show kindness to a peer.  Examples: inviting 
another student into their group, sharing equipment or taking turns, 
volunteering to walk an injured student to the nurse, helping tie a friend’s 
shoe, etc...

TEAMWORK – Given to individuals, partners, groups or teams that are observed 
working well together.  Encouragement of others, cooperation and 
communication are readily displayed.

HELPER – Given when students go above and beyond to help the teacher.  
Examples:  helping with equipment (set up/collection/straightening up).

LINED UP PROPERLY – Awarded for getting ready to leave the gym properly.  
Examples include:  lined up on line facing the door, hands to self, no cuts or 
saving spots and no hanging from or jumping up on the wall mats.


